
Trauma
Informed Design
Framework



Trauma-informed design is a framework combining trauma-informed care
with the design process. The main goal is creating physical spaces that
promote safety, well-being and healing.

For this we need to acknowledge that physical environment has the
power of affecting our identity, worth and dignity. Therefore the spaces
we are in can strongly impact our mood and behaviors.

Understanding the connections between our emotional state and the
physical environment gives us the ability to create spaces that promote
empowerment and healing as well as to eliminate potential re-
traumatizing experiences. 

Trauma Informed Design Framework



''Since trauma lives and works through the body, and the
body reacts to physical space before we cognitively
process it, the built environment is integral to how one
experiences trauma.''

https://shopworksarc.com/tid/
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How might we eliminate potential triggers?
How can spatial design promote healing from past trauma?
How can we empower people with our design decisions to shift into 'thriving
mode' instead of staying in ‘survival mood’?

Like in every design process, trauma informed design should start with asking
the right questions to start ideation. In order achieve this, engaging all
stakeholders early in the process is crucial so that we can understand their
past and current experiences, struggles and motivations. After cultivating
deeper understanding of all potential users, we may ask:

Design Process



Eliminating triggers

Recovering from the past

Thriving for future

Principles:

In order to grow, everyone needs a nourishing place that they feel
belong to. Through,

creating comfort
creating balanced feeling of community/privacy 
boosting freedom of choice
enabling personalization/ expression 

we can create environments that help people to heal and to thrive.  



SUGGESTED APPROACH
 

Spatial
interventions

REDEFINE BOUNDARIES:
 

Using permeable surfaces to reduce a certain st imul i
might  work better  for  creat ing more coherent  spat ial

experiences.  Also enbal ing users the mdify the
membranes can give them freedom to create their

own boundries.

Variety of  spaces that  answers di f ferent  needs.
Creat ing adjustable areas to modify the space,

expand or compress.

Not over-designing the space but  giving people room
to customize and make the space their  own.  This

would help them to represent  themselves as
individuals and also as a community.  

CREATING LAYERS:  
 

IDENTITY SPOTS:


